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R71a pair of items that matched some
component of the sample.
All of this is not to say that I believe
that crows do not possess relational
knowledge — they very well might. But
it is to say that we must be cautious in
granting abilities to animals that are
interesting largely because they
potentially break down the human
erected divide between humans and
other animals, and less so because
they illuminate some aspect of animal
cognition that explains that particular
animal’s umwelt. It has become
something of a ‘holy grail’ type pursuit
to find evidence for abilities that have
served to enforce this divide, often
times little justified by an interest in how
that species solves problems
presented in their evolutionary history
or current environment. And, if we
cannot conclusively demonstrate the
presence of such traits against all
alternative interpretations — some of
them resting on simpler cognitivemechanisms — then we are
dismantlingMorgan’s canon at the cost
of maintaining theoretical rigor.
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Systemic StressCells respond to elevated temperatures through a well-characterized
heat-shock response that enables short-term survival, long-term adaptation
and mitigation of macromolecular damage. New work reveals a cell
non-autonomous layer of stress-response regulation between neurons and the
gonad involving serotonin.Arjumand Ghazi and Todd Lamitina
Mechanisms that allow cells to sense
and adapt to stress have been studied
for decades. Classic work from the
1960s by the Italian scientist Ferruccio
Ritossa serendipitously led to the
discovery that cells activate a massive
transcriptional response to elevated
temperature, which we now refer to
as the ‘heat-shock response’ [1].
Ultimately, these observations led
to the discovery of the heat shock
proteins (HSPs) and the key protein
that activates HSP expression, the
heat shock transcription factor (HSF).
The study of HSPs and HSF has
transformed our understanding of
basic cell physiology, providing
foundational insights into mechanisms
of gene expression and protein
translation, as well as protein folding
andmisfolding [2]. More recently, HSPsand HSF have emerged as potential
points of intervention for treating awide
range of conditions involving the
accumulation of damaged and
denatured proteins, such as
Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s
disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) and even the process of normal
aging [3].
After Ritossa’s early work on
the Drosophila heat-shock response,
the field focused on defining the
mechanism of HSF activation. During
this period, the cell was the major
unit of study. What emerged was a
homeostatic model in which HSF
was retained in an inactive state via
interaction with cytosolic chaperones.
Stress induced the bulk misfolding
of cytoplasmic proteins, which then
competed with HSF for binding to
a limited number of chaperones.
With chaperones occupied with therefolding of client proteins, HSF
gained access to the nucleus where
it activated HSP gene expression.
Increased HSP levels reduced the
burden of misfolded proteins in the
cytoplasm and restored the
interaction between HSF and HSPs,
thus closing the feedback loop and
turning off the heat-shock response [4].
While some aspects of this model are
at oddswith experimental observations
(for example, HSF is found
predominantly within the nucleus
before stress [5]), the nature of the
model is nonetheless entirely cellular,
each cell acting on its own to detect
stress-induced protein damage and
restore homeostasis.
However, cells of metazoans do
not exist alone but rather are part of
a complex system that is subject to
various modes of paracrine, endocrine,
and neuronal regulation. How cellular
stress responses are shaped by these
additional layers of regulation remains
largely unknown, but recent studies in
the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
are beginning to shed light on these
events. Previously, Prahlad, Cornelius
and Morimoto [6] made the surprising
discovery that two sensory neurons,
called the AFD neurons, which enable
thermotactic behavioral responses
to temperature, are also required
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Figure 1. Systemic regulation of the heat-shock response through serotonin signaling in
C. elegans.
Schematic representation of work performed by Tatum et al. [7] and the considerations arising
from it. Heat shock initiates twostress responsemechanisms inC. elegans. First, stress-induced
protein misfolding triggers HSF-1 activation in all cells and activates the cell autonomous
heat-shock response (HSR). Second, heat stress activates the thermosensory neurons to elicit
serotonin release. Serotonin, andperhaps other neurotransmitters, potentiatesHSF-1 activation
in the germline. Currently, it is unclear whether serotonin acts directly on the germ cells, possibly
through the serotonin receptor SER-1, to mediate HSF-1 activation or whether another
serotonin-dependent signal serves this purpose. Whether or not other tissues respond to this
serotonin signal is also not known.
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heat-shock response in non-neuronal
cells. These findings suggested that
an unknown factor(s) was released
from neurons to enhance the
cell-autonomous heat-shock
response. In a study reported in this
issue of Current Biology, Tatum et al.
[7] present evidence that the
neurotransmitter serotonin plays such
a cell non-autonomous role in the
activation of the heat-shock response
in non-neuronal cells.
Worms consume bacteria through
the pumping of their pharyngeal
muscles — an activity stimulated by
the release of serotonin. Tatum et al. [7]
noticed that heat shock induced anincrease in pharyngeal pumping that
is dependent on serotonin release.
Reasoning that heat-shock-induced
serotonin secretionmight be part of the
mechanism for cell non-autonomous
regulation of the heat-shock response,
the authors cleverly leveraged the
optical transparency of C. elegans
and targeted optogenetics to stimulate
neuronal serotonin release in the
absence of heat stress. Surprisingly,
they found that optogenetic
stimulation of serotonin release
resulted in the formation of HSF-1
nuclear stress granules (a proxy for
activation of HSF-1, the worm
homolog of HSF [5]), in the germ cells,
which are not innervated by theserotonergic neurons. These effects
were largely dependent on the
serotonin receptor SER-1, suggesting
that serotonin acts through a
receptor-mediated pathway to activate
the heat-shock response. Optogenetic
stimulation also increased the
transcription of HSF-1 target genes
(e.g. hsp70), although the level of
induction did not approach that
observed with heat shock. Perhaps
most remarkably, the authors found
that optogenetically-induced neuronal
release of serotonin and subsequent
activation of HSF-1 provided some
protection to the entire organism
against a lethal temperature stress
and reduced the onset of age-related
protein misfolding. Together, these
findings suggest that the conserved
neurotransmitter serotonin acts either
directly or indirectly on non-neuronal
cells to activate the heat-shock
response.
Curiously, the thermosensory AFD
neurons are not serotonergic, but
optogenetic stimulation of AFD was
sufficient to cause downstream
serotonin release and activate HSF-1
in the germ cells. This suggests that
AFD neurons may connect to the
serotonergic system via interneurons
that provide synaptic links between the
two systems or through short-range
paracrine cues released by AFD
neurons. Whatever the mechanism, it
remains unclear how the serotonergic
signal is relayed to the germ cells
and potentially the other tissues of
the animal. The authors show that
the serotonin receptor SER-1 has a
role downstream of serotonin, but its
site of action was not determined.
There are no reports of serotonin
receptors being expressed in the
germline so the mode of signal
reception is also open to investigation.
Might it act directly in the non-neuronal
cells (the germ cells in this study) or is
serotonin simply an intermediate to
generate a secondary signal(s) that is
deployed to communicate with
remote cells? C. elegans neurons
secrete a variety of other conserved
neurotransmitters and biogenic
amines and it remains to be seen if any
of these are also employed in the
remote activation of the heat-shock
response.
Another intriguing question
involves the mechanism of HSF-1
activation by serotonin in the absence
of heat shock. Current models
suggest that HSF-1 is activated by the
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Therefore, one possibility is that
increased serotonin levels might lead
to increases in protein misfolding.
Indeed, elevated serotonin synthesis
in Drosophila is associated with
alterations in autophagic and protein
degradation pathways [8], which
could result in the accumulation of
misfolded proteins and activation of
HSF-1. Alternatively, serotonin
could act through a canonical
receptor-mediated signaling pathway
to control the activity of HSF-1. In
rats, physical restraint triggers HSF-1
activation in adrenal cells in
part through the activity of
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)
[9]. ACTH acts via binding to cell
surface G-protein-coupled receptors
and triggering activation of
cAMP-dependent signaling pathways.
Finally, some studies have proposed
a ‘membrane sensor hypothesis’
that suggests that both temperature
fluctuations and stress hormones
modify the architecture of the
plasma membrane of cells and this in
turn triggers HSF-1 activation [10].
Understanding whether serotonin
acts via these or other mechanisms
to regulate the heat-shock response
will be an important area of future
studies.
The identification of the germ cells
as a target for cell non-autonomous
response to stress is intriguing, since
these are the only mitotically active
cells in the C. elegans adult. Previous
work examining the DNA damage
response has implicated germ cells
as ‘surveillance nodes’ for stress
signals that confer enhanced
resistance to heat and oxidative stress
in the somatic cells [11]. It has also
been known for many years that
removal of the germline extends
lifespan, suggesting that
germline-derived signals regulate
somatic longevity, which is closely
correlated with stress resistance
[12]. Alternatively, it is also plausible
that these neuronal stress signals
are not directed to the germline
but rather are first received by
another somatic tissue, which then
transmits a secondary signal to the
germline. Yet another possibility is
that each tissue responds individually
to the neuronal stress signals in its
own custom-designed manner,
which would also allow the cell
non-autonomous heat-shock
response to be coordinated with theautonomous heat-shock response of
single cells (Figure 1).
Due largely to its optical
transparency and the ability to monitor
stress responses with single-cell
resolution through the activity of
stress-inducible GFP transgenes,
much of the evidence for neuronal
coordination of cellular stress
responses comes from studies in
C. elegans. In addition to the study by
Tatum et al. [7] neurotransmitter-based
signaling has been implicated in
directing the endoplasmic reticulum
unfolded protein stress response
(UPRER) in distal worm tissues.
However, the identity of the secreted
peptide remains unknown [13]. A
brain-to-liver signaling paradigm
of UPRER has been reported in mice
recently, suggesting that cell
non-autonomous mechanisms of
stress response regulation are not
limited to worms [14]. Serotonin has
also been previously shown to
regulate gene expression associated
with the heat-shock response. Hsp90,
an HSF-1 target gene, is induced in
human embryonic carcinoma cells
upon treatment with fluoxetine, a
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI) [15]. While intriguing, it will be
important to determine whether HSF-1
in humans is also regulated by cell
non-autonomous mechanisms and
whether serotonin has a similarly
important role. Given that HSF-
1-activating molecules are emerging as
a putative treatment for a variety of
protein misfolding and metabolic
diseases [16], the findings by Tatum
et al. [7] present promising new
avenues for modulating serotonergic
signaling to treat these conditions.
Rather fortuitously, the report by
Tatum et al. [7] also raises
the provocative prospect of
manipulating the thermosensory
system to alter serotonin levels.
Interventions — including SSRIs and
‘bright-light therapy’ — that increase
serotonergic signaling have been used
for the treatment of depression, anxiety
and seasonal mood disorders for
decades. It is enticing to speculate
that a similar ‘heat-shock therapy’
may be a useful mechanism for
elevating serotonin and combating
psychological ailments.References
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